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Ken, 
It should not take any change to the camera code as  these functions are built in. 

There are several commands which are supposed to ch ange the region of interest of the
detector, although I have not tried them on the len s-coupled version. 

flicommand imgarray xstart ystart xend yend 

I'm not sure what the default values are (0 to 1023  or 1 to 1024) 

The binning commands are 
flicommand hbin nn 
flicommand vbin mm 

One  would also need to extract the proper regions from the correction files (intensity,
x_distortion and y_distortion). You could do this i n TVX using the command 
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cut image_in image_out xstart ystart xend yend 
(numbers within TVX DO go between 0 and 1023) 
One would then subtract xstart from the extracted x _distortion piece and ystart from the
y_distortion piece so that the distortion correctio n places the pixels in the proper
place. 
move x_distortion_1=x_distortion_piece - xstart 
move y_distortion_1=y_distortion_piece - ystart 

These smaller correction images would then be appli ed to the smaller region of interest.
(This assumes that you are using the latest image c orrection codes which don't rely on
value -10000 to flag pixels which get placed out of  bounds- the new version tests image
boundaries and allows arbitrary transformations to be applied to the image correction
files, just for cases like this. I'm pretty sure Ar thur has been using the latest version
of the correction algorithm, although I don't know if his standalone code works with
arbitrary sized images.) 

You should really try this out well before the run to see that it works. 

Mark 

Kenneth Finkelstein wrote: 
Mark, Darol, and others, 

My C-line user Richard Jones (U Conn) asked yesterd ay if he can get copies of 
manuals for this detector because he wants to write  code that (in time for their 
April '09 visit) would allow the downloading of onl y a specified sub-portion 
of the full CCD image. 
They do topography imaging of diamond crystals by p erforming rocking scans, at 
each step they record a CCD image. They want to spe ed up data collection hoping 
not to have to collect the full sizedl CCD image ar ea. 
Richard is a master at computing, so if there is a way to do what he wants, I would
like 
to  provide the info well ahead of the visit. 

                                 Thanks, 
                                              Ken 


